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PART C:

ISSUE #4

COMMEMORATIVE SUNDAY (Pomynalna Nedilya) COMMUNAL MEAL
and, SERVICES at cemeteries

COMMEMORATIONS

…. ABOUT THIS ISSUE ….
PART C of Issue #4 continues with devoting attention to the series of Easter ceremonies and
celebrations in the traditional Ukrainian style. The focus of PART C moves to the third main
component that is part of the Ukrainian Easter season, the Commemorative festivities and
Services.
The Commemorative festivities involve a communal meal based on the Easter basket foods (and
usually held here in the Parish hall) to emphasise symbolically the renewal of spiritual life. Those
family members, relatives and friends who are no longer with us are remembered with uplifted
spirits. This year local people gathered at cemeteries to kindly remember them a little earlier, on
Saturday 11 May, as the next day was Mothers Day. The parish Communal Meal was held a week
later so as not to affect the customary Mothers’ Day family fun and activities on 12th May, and to
give everyone the opportunity to come along and join in.
These festivities and Services by the gravesites commence on the first Sunday following Easter
Sunday, formally known as St Thomas Sunday [Tomyna nedilya], though it is also commonly
known as Commemorative Sunday [Pomynal’na Nedilya], or Seeing-off [Providna ] Sunday).
The main content of each PART is:
Issue #4: PART A – Verbna Nedilya (Ukrainian Palm Sunday) 28/4/2013
Issue #4: PART B – Easter Saturday Blessing of pasky and Velykden (Easter Sunday)
Issue #4: PART C – Commemorative Sunday (Pomynalna nedilya) and Services at
cemeteries
Within each PART other timely news and information may also be included.
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Next Parish BBQ
Commemorative Sunday Communal Meal (Pomynalna Nedilya) - in pictures …
Services at cemeteries: Sandgate, Greta, Whitebridge
Paths of Life of: … Maria Kuczer;
o
… Maria Kowaltschny (40 day Commemorative Service: Panakhyda)
In Memoriam: James Moyle
Taras Shevchenko, Returning home Anniversary
Other: Lviv City – 757th year Anniversary

Don’t forget, the NEXT (4th for 2013) B-B-Q
and Meeting of the Parish is to be held on
Thursday 30 MAY. The new BBQ will be fired up
…! BYO (kovbasa !)

Start BBQ at 5:00pm – some renovations talk
will be featured. Will be followed by
interesting Meeting 6:00pm.
Everyone is WELCOME!

COMMEMORATIVE SUNDAY PARISH MEAL
POMYNALNA NEDILYA – SPIL’NE SVYACHENE at the Church Hall 19 May 2013

The typical foods prepared for Velykden (Ukrainian Easter) were shared amongst all.

A hearty
welcome to all
… enjoy, the
company, the
food and later
the krashanka
contest …

Unfortunate …
chocolate Easter eggs
are not part of the
Ukrainian Easter
basket … so the
women share a tray of delicacies (chocolate, of course).

The krashanka (coloured boiled egg)
contest – each owner of a krashanka tries
out the hardness of its shell by nocking
against another person’s krashanka. The
winner is the krashanka whose shell does not
crack – the cracked krashanka is the prize
going to the owner of the winning krashanka.
Ross is confident that his krashanka will
win out (even prepared to place odds on it!)
(Below) The women gather and take up the
challenge ….

The plates are cleaned off … enjoyed it all … and would not mind some more paska thanks …. but
we’ve lost all our krashanky to … Ihor (bottom left)

Interesting … very interesting …!

A deserving thankyou needs to be said to all the people who helped
in one way or another with organising the Pomynal’na Nedilya
(Commemorative Sunday) Parish Meal (Spil’ne Svyachene). A special
thank you to the band of women led by Irene Sawka and Nina
Jaremus who undertook the preparation of the foods and looked
after everyone to make sure that everyone’s plate was graced with
all the traditional foods that they desired.
In addition, it is pleasing to see all the people who have come
along and shared the meal in the spirit of the occasion.
Sincere thanks to you all …

COMMEMORATIVE SERVICES
(POMYNAL’NA NEDILYA)

SANDGATE: Saturday 11-5-2013
During the Easter season it is the custom of Ukrainians, in Ukraine and
elsewhere, of paying respects to and celebrating the lives of those of their family and friends now
deceased.
The Services customarily commence on the first Sunday following Easter Sunday, formally known
as St Thomas Sunday [Tomyna nedilya], though it is also commonly known as Commemorative
Sunday [Pomynal’na Nedilya], or Seeing-off [Providna ] Sunday). This year they were started on
Saturday 11-5-2013.

[Photo 11/5/2013] The huge tree which stands as a living landmark near the Ukrainian Catholic
Section at the western end of Sandgate cemetery. (The tree is actually located in the Section set
aside as a memorial to Australians fallen soldiers.) Main part of the Ukrainian section below.

[above: 11/5/2013] Fr Paul with members of families and people at the Service in memory of
relatives and friends and acquaintances no longer with us … the Service was held on Saturday
morning at the Ukrainian Catholic Section at the western end of Sandgate cemetery. Services were
conducted for all those laid to rest here and specifically at gravesites requested by those present,
and even for those little known, if at all ….

Sandgate: section at the Eastern end
A little earlier in the morning (10am) o. Paul Berezniuk conducted the Service for people whose
relatives and friends have been laid to eternal rest at the newer section at the eastern end of
Sandgate. Although this is not a section reserved for Ukrainians, it is a part of the general section
and is chosen because the Ukrainian section at the western end has no more vacant plots.
[photo 11/5/2013] Fr. Paul sharing his thoughts with the people who have gathered to remember
those who were a part of their lives.

[Photo 11/5/2013, below] True to a fine old custom Nada shares some light
refreshments with those who have gathered as a gesture of goodwill in memory of
those no longer with us.

Whitebridge cemetery
[photos below RB 11/5/2013] After Sandgate Fr Paul travelled to Whitebridge cemetery where
relatives gathered to remember their deceased family members who were laid to rest in that
cemetery.

Greta cemetery
[Photo 10/5/2013, below] A Service was held for deceased relatives at the Greta cemetery on 10
May 2013. The Greta township was the place of the Migrant Camp which started in 1949 and is
where many Ukrainian migrants first started their life in Australia – for some their life’s journey
ended here.

Although sadness is a feeling felt when we consider the people we have lost, there are also
memories of times shared in different situations. We keep the moments special to each of us – it is
these that should be cherished for they are part of us, they live on …

The long standing myrtle tree in the corner plot in front of the Parish Hall, Adamstown has been
tended by people who cared - it recovered and is now regenerating anew.

IN MEMORIAM
Anna KUCZER

28.12.1919 - 1.4.2013
In keeping with the Ukrainian religious custom of marking the
40 days after the passing of a person, memories about Maria’s
life are recalled and shared by her daughter Helena Gray…

(delivered by daughter Helena on date of funeral)

1ST April 2013 Anna Kuczer died 1:30pm Easter Monday.
Today should not be a sad day, but a time to reflect on the life of my mother Anna.
She was born on the 28th December 1919. Her father had married a war widow with three
children, two boys and a girl. This is based on stories Mum had told me. So for him she
was his first born child, but the joy would not last for long – her mother died when she was
only three months old. Her father was left with a full grown family, and Mum, when telling
the story to me, would tell me to imagine what it must have been like, so I request you to
do the same.
So, he re-married within a short time. She would tell me that having a step-mother should
be something that no child should endure. She was beaten, always hungry and lacked the
love of a mother. She would go into a lot of detail of how she would watch other mothers
giving their child a cuddle.
She lived through the great famine. And being hungry might not have been her stepmother’s fault. The great famine occurred from 1932 to 1933 under Stalin when more than
five million Ukrainians were starved to death. Mum was born in the area known as the
bread basket of Ukraine, for it was from here where most of the grain was sent to Russia
and the poor Ukrainian people were left to starve. She would tell me how starvation affects
you, first physically, then mentally. The elderly, children and the sick were the first victims
of starvation.
People tried to flock to the cities in search of food there because there was not a blade of
grass anywhere. Mothers threw their children onto passing train carriages travelling
towards cities in the hope that someone would take pity on them. The records show that in
the spring of 1933, the height of the famine, it was estimated that 25,000 people died each
day. The official policy of the Soviet Union was to deny the existence of the famine. Any
food sent as aid was confiscated at the border. By the end of 1933 almost 25% of the
Ukrainian population had died – over 5 million. This was the time that my mother, as a10
year old child, had lived through. She would joke about the reason why she was so small
and never grew tall because she never had enough food.

If living through this time was not enough, in 1941 Germany invaded their small town. As
she told me the story, it was a sunny day and most of the young people were playing
outdoors, a lot of trucks turned up and soldiers with guns started to round people up and
load them into the trucks. By the time her father had found out what was happening she
was on the truck and it was pulling away. She saw her father running after the truck but he
could not catch up to the moving vehicle, so he throws something towards her – she
realised it was a pair of shoes – she caught one shoe and the other dropped by the side of
the road. Here she was – in a truck going somewhere unknown and with only one shoe.
Because it was a warm and sunny day she had not been wearing any shoes. That would
be the last time she saw her father alive.
She said ‘I lied about my age telling the German officials that I was a lot younger, thinking
that if I was younger I would not be given heavy work, what a joke that was.’
Details about her time spent during the war years are very scant, for Mum never went into
much detail about the war. She told me stories of how she had met my Dad, but as a child
listening they did not make sense to me until I grew up and started to understand what she
was trying to tell me. She would make comments ‘that there were some good and bad
Germans’, and ‘you hoped and prayed that you would live through the war’.
I know she had a child called Alexandra in 1943, who died aged three months. I do not
know what date she was born, but I do remember it must have been some time around my
birthday because she would always say Álexandra would have been 14 years old today.
There was three years difference between us. Even when I left home Mum did not forget
her birthday. Mine and Alexandra’s birthday was always mentioned together. After the war
I was born, then Mum and Dad got married, they became displaced war refugees. Dad left
Italy on 11 February 1949, and Mum and I were left alone.
Mum tells the story about the time we were due to leave for Australia. I became sick, Mum
worried that she would not be able to travel with a sick child and be left again. All children
had to be examined by the doctor to say they were all well enough to travel. She did not
take me to the doctors, so they came to see her. Seeing them approaching, she told me to
hide, it was a game we played often, to hide from bad people. She grabbed someone
else’s child and passed her off as me. The child tried to run and screamed, but she held
her tightly. The doctor asked her what was wrong with the child. She said what do you
expect, the child is petrified of you. They quickly looked at the child and said she is O.K. to
travel. When they were out of sight she let the girl go. She told me that the girl was a lot
older than you, but they did not notice any difference. So, on 22nd May we left Naples and
arrived in Sydney on 22nd June.
I remember arriving at the Greta camp cold and frightened. I can still picture the two grey
woollen blankets neatly folded on the bed. The wind was howling through the cracks in the
wall; Mum attempting to block out the chilling wind with one of the blankets, at the same
time comforting me, by telling me that everything will be alright and that dad will soon be
with us.
My parents were in a country without knowledge of the language and little skills, but with a
lot of hope for the future. In 1951, just after Margi was born, we moved into our little house
in Greta which Dad had built.
My Dad was a visionary – he was going to have a poultry farm. I remember the argument
my parents had over the first twenty chicks he brought home. Mum, who kept the house

spotless, and Dad with his chickens – where do you think he wanted to put the chickens?
The kitchen, of course! – as it was the only room that was warm. It was not long before the
chickens were dispatched to the shed.
He was not happy with only twenty, so he devised a heater with two big lamps to keep his
chickens warm. So, after his first attempt he went big and bought 100 chickens. These
chickens were going to be housed in the shed with his new heater contraption. What do
you image happened? – the heater that he built was too low and the chickens almost got
burnt. So Mum’s spotless kitchen was used again until he raised his new invention.
Mum got to love the chickens just like they were her own children. We ended up having
over 5 thousand chickens over the next couple of years, and these chickens were freerange, as caged chickens did not exist then. You can imagine how many eggs were laid
each day and each egg had to be cleaned and packed – it was during these hours that we
spent together that I now cherish. It was during this time that Mum would talk and I would
listen about her past life. Memories and stories are things that we should pass onto our
children – they are the threads that bind us together.
We not only had chickens, but we also had a cow, farm fruit and vegetables. We would
never go hungry like she did.
It is said that past experiences form the character of that person, and life in Australia was
everything she had wished and hoped.
Mum did everything in her power to give her children a better life. We were poor compared
to what we have today, but as a child I thought I was rich … rich in the love that my
parents bestowed on me. She was a mother to me in every way and Nanna to her
grandchildren and great grandchildren about whom she always talked fondly. Every time
she visited she would ask: “How’s the children and grandchildren?” I personally owe her a
great deal for what I was able to achieve in my own life.
Rest in peace Mum for the chapter in your life is now closed.

Helena with husband Jim Gray

The KOWALTSCHNY family held a Commemorative Service (Panakhyda) for Maria
Kowaltschny who passed away on 18 April 2013.

As is customary a Panakhyda is offered 40 days after a person has passed away. On Sunday 26
May the Kowaltschny family gathered at the Ukrainian Parish Church (Adamstown) and a
Commemorative Service was held with the participation of the members of the Parish. During the
Service Nina daughter of Maria spoke tenderly about her Mother’s life and the things that Maria
was known for to her family, friends and neighbours.

The Kowaltschny family and friend
(seated from left: daughter Nina, Michael husband of the late Maria, daughter Anna;
centre: daughter Lida;
(back row standing, left: friend Teresa; Gregory, husband of Lida; grandchildren: Jacob (son of
Lida), eldest Justin (son of Anna)

The Kowaltschny family and parishoners at the Commemorative Service (Panakhyda) for
the late Maria Kowaltschny, during the Service.
EULOGY
(delivered by daughter Nina on date of funeral)
MARIA KOWALTSCHNY
PASSED AWAY THURSDAY 18TH APRIL 2013
Greetings and welcome – we are all gathering here to celebrate and rejoice the life of our
beautiful mother Maria Kowaltschny who passed away peacefully and with grace on
Thursday afternoon surrounded by her family. We can all take away from today’s service
the knowledge that we all respected and loved a very proud and strong-willed woman.
We celebrate the life of our dear mother – she was our teacher, our mentor, she provided
us with counsel and wisdom.
Maria Schumak was born in a small Ukrainian village in a town called Leontovka in the
year of 1922.
Her parents raised 6 children - 5 girls, and 1 son. Mum’s parents raised their girls to know
how to do men’s & women’s work as this was essential for the life in a small village.
Our grandmother became ill and our mother left school at the young age of 8 to become
our grandmother’s carer. Our mother was placed in charge of not only the household, but
also the most important job - the family farm and animals.

(1932-1933) then came the day of the great famine in Ukraine – Stalin’s Russian soldiers
came into the village just before winter and evicted their entire family from their home –
they were deprived of the food they had grown with their own hands, clothes and animals.
Homeless – left to die – millions of Ukrainian’s perished of starvation and exposure to the
elements. Our grandfather took Mum, aunty Vera and himself and just started walking
looking for food and work. They came across a Jewish settlement. Our grandfather and his
two daughters where put to work in their fields caring for their crops in exchange for food
and shelter. They would not eat all the food that was given to them. They would store food
and once a fortnight they would make the long journey back to the family to feed them. If
they all had stayed in the village they would have perished. Thanks to our grandfather our
family survived the famine.
Mum’s true life journey took place during the second World War. Our mother was
separated from her family and village – 30 years would pass before she would see her
family again.
In the year of 1946 our eldest brother Vladamir was born. He experienced the hardships of
being a war refugee travelling from camp to camp, country to country. As a result they
shared an unbreakable bond.
Mum was quick to learn the new language of whatever country she was placed. In
Yugoslavia she became an interpreter. She could speak many different tongues - not bad
for a woman who left school at 8.
Whatever camp she was in, Mum quickly would establish a garden, looked for work
sewing, cleaning, cooking and working on farms. She was a little entrepreneur: she would
barter, swap clothes - anything to keep Vlad and herself alive, clothed and as safe as
possible. We children would gather around Mum’s feet and she would tell us about her life
during the War, some happy stories, some that made you sad making Mum and us cry…
we would sit mesmerised not daring to breathe, so that we didn’t miss a word as she told
us about the atrocities of war.
A plane arrives in Darwin on 6 February 1950 from Austria. Aboard were our parents and
brother. Arriving here in the Australian summer, they disembarked the plane in full
European winter clothing. You can image how hot it was, and here they are sweltering
from the heat.
They were given bananas and a packet of cornflakes as their first meal in Australia. They
had no idea how to eat any of the produce they were given … so cornflakes became chips
… they would just eat them dry because no one had said to add milk!
Then came Greta camp. Once they arrived they were housed in Silver City. Our parents
lived at the camp for 3 years until they found their new home at East Maitland. By that time
Mum was so sick of moving – she said she would never move again. Greta camp was
established in 1949 and officially closed in 1960. Greta being the largest of the migrant
displaced person camps [in the Hunter]. Rent was charged at 35 shillings per adult and 12
shillings and 6 pence for children.
Silver City was named after the silver galvanised iron sheeting that was used to construct
the huts, while Chocolate City was named after the darkened oiled timber clad huts. The
huts had no lining - masonite walls. There was no heating for winter and it was stifling hot
in summer. The migrants were shocked at the heat and how the land was burnt and

brown. Many migrants never spoke of their life before coming to Australia. Some parents,
if asked questions would become angry. So much history and knowledge has been lost as
a result. This makes it difficult for the first generation of Australian children as there is a
gaping hole in our families’ history that, sadly now, may never be known to us.
We lived from the produce Mum would grow in her gardens. We had all kinds of fruit trees,
chooks, duck, geese, turkeys, cows, huge vegetable gardens – Mum had it all. She
worked hard raising a family of now 6 children: 3 boys, and 3 girls. Mum was a generation
ahead of herself. She lived a sustainable lifestyle before it became fashionable. She was
also very generous. She would give people produce from her gardens, bunches of flowers
… and people would come every Mothers Day to receive a bunch of Mothers Day flowers.
She would give people advice and share her knowledge on how to garden and how to
grow their own produce.
Mum also worked outside of home taking on different jobs. The job that was always there
was working on the farms all year round. The sisters and I hated when potato picking
season started. We hated the farm work. I would sit on my bucket and refused to move.
Mum would be in the background … ‘move, hurry up! Pick, pick!’
Mums surrogate sisters were all the ladies that worked on the farms with her throughout
the year. They all came from different countries, all had their own stories to tell. Each one
missed their families and culture. So the farms became a little Europe with the women
laughing, arguing, gossiping and singing folk songs. Sadly this chapter has now ended.
In 1996 Mum travelled back to her family’s home town of Leontovka. The only surviving
siblings were her brother Andrey and her sister Lida. Whilst in the plane all you could see
was miles of sunflowers in full bloom – a sea of yellow – breathtaking! When she arrived
she thought she was dreaming – she couldn’t believe she was home again after all those
years. When she had left she was a young girl – she returned as an elderly women trying
to reclaim 30 years of her family’s history. The mayor of the town came and shared a meal
with Mum. People from other villages were stopping by asking Mum all kinds of questions.
Newspaper articles of Mum’s return were printed - she was a celebrity.
Sadly dementia took hold of Mum’s memory, and arthritis her body. Lyn, Greg, Jacob and
Anna became Mum and Dad’s carers. They provided support throughout her life and in the
final days. Their generosity, courage and devotion was unconditional – Mum was truly
blessed to have such kind hearted people looking after her every need.
A candle vigil was held for Mum yesterday [Monday 21st April] with the closest family
members in attendance. It was an extremely intimate day providing an opportunity for quiet
reflection time, to be able to sit with each other sharing quietly with others memories and
stories about our beautiful mother.
To Fr. Paul we begin with thank you, from the very beginning until the end you were
present with us giving love and compassion. Our heartfelt thanks for your guidance that
you led us with; in addition, for this beautiful [funeral] ceremony … it has exceeded our
expectations. You truly helped make Mum’s day very special and memorable; we now
have priceless memories to forever treasure. We are truly grateful to have you and the
beautiful choir as part of this day, thank you. To the performers in the choir you have made
our Mother’s ceremony much more personal and meaningful, you have been an important
part of this service today.

Today we will give Mum to the earth, wind and water … so let us
grieve today and be eternally grateful. Her memory will always be
with us and her legacy will continue through her children.

After the Service family and parishoners gather in the Church Hall to talk with the family
and share refreshments with them.

A memento of the people attending the Service. The first three behind the table are: (from left)
Nina, Fr. Paul and Michael Kowaltschny, the husband of the deceased, Maria Kowaltschny.

~ IN MEMORIAM - ВІЧНАЯ ПАМ´ЯТЬ ~
It is with sadness that we share with everyone the
news of the passing of
James William MOYLE
* 4 July 1925 - + 18 May 2013
James William Moyle (dec'd) is the father of Errol Moyle who is married to Stephanie (nee
Sokolowsky), who have 4 children, one of whom is Danylo (Daniel).
Errol, Stephanie and Danylo often go to the trouble of driving from East Maitland
to attend our Sunday Holy Liturgy and various functions.
James William Moyle has left behind his wife Joan,
- son Errol & wife Stephanie,
- son Allan & wife Helen,
- together with 6 grandchildren and
- 13 great grandchildren.

The Ukrainian community expresses its sincere condolences to Errol and Stephanie,
and their relatives for their genuine loss.

Stephanie, Danylo, Fr. Paul, Errol Moyle (son of James) [27/5/2013]

COMMEMORATIVE SUNDAY
Remembering Taras Shevchenko ‘… with a quiet, kindly word … ‘

-

КОБЗАР - [KOBZAR – the Bard …]

This year, 2013, is the 199th Anniversary of his birth.
In Ukraine the 9th and 10th of March each year are celebrated as Shevchenko Days, a national
holiday, when the nation at all levels comes together to pay homage to the man and his lasting
legacy of inspiration.
As most Ukrainians would know, commemorations in honour of Taras Shevchenko take place on
9th and 10th of March each year - for they are the days of his date of birth (9th March) in 1814, and
his death 47 years later (+10th March) in 1861.
His role and place in Ukrainian culture and the formation of Ukrainian national identity based on
fundamental human values is beyond any measure … his legacy is priceless and timeless.
However, many people who live far beyond the borders of Ukraine, are less aware of a second
significant anniversary to do with Taras Shevchenko that is commemorated in May each year – it is
the anniversary of Taras Shevchenko coming home - the end of his final journey to be laid to
eternal rest according to his wishes, in his beloved homeland, Ukraine. That event took place on
22 May 1861.
In Ukraine on the day of 22 May it has become traditional for people from all walks of life to visit the
little township south of Kyiv on the banks of the Dnipro river known as Kaniv. Here on the
Chernecha Hill, Shevchenko lies forever overlooking the mighty Dnipro and the expansive fields
and steppes stretching far beyond the horizon. Thousands attend because Shevchenko’s legacy
remains important as a source of consciousness reaching out to Ukrainians, regardless of which

part of Ukraine they come from, their age or persuasions or wherever they reside beyond its
borders - even here in Australia.
So at this time it is fitting to remind ourselves of Taras Shevchenko’s fundamental human and
national legacy and to remember him ‘…with a quiet kindly word…’
…..

Oh bury me, then rise ye up
And break your heavy chains
And water with the tyrants' blood
The freedom you have gained.
And in the great new family,
The family of the free,
With softly spoken, kindly word
Remember also me.
[Last stanza of poem written by T. Shevchenko 25/12/1845 in
the town of Pereiaslav]
Translation by John Weir
Please keep in mind that next year, 2014, is the
Bicentenary of Shevchenko's Year of birth.
The
Parish-community
is
undertaking
preparations to mark that bicentennial in an appropriate
manner. All ideas and any assistance are warmly
welcomed.

TRAVEL AND TOUR UKRAINE IN AUGUST … and visit
these places

Contact: George Sywak (Юрій Сивак)

9644 82080 St. Martins Travel
E-mail: georgesywak@optusnet.com.au

THE CITY OF LVIV CELEBRATES its 757th ANNIVERSARY
The city’s population took to the streets in the first weeks of May in colourful costumes of
various kinds to celebrate the 757th anniversary of the founding of the city of Lviv. There
were street bands, people made up as historical personalities in historical dress and armour,
young and not so young parading in typical folk costumes with some carrying large mock-ups
of pysanky, people from sporting organisations with their typical gear, groups from
motorcycle clubs (bikies as we call them), Olympic sports groups, even groups from the
various security forces, community organisations and many, many more. In the central city
square there were official speeches and various entertaining performances. The people of
Lviv and beyond had something to celebrate – a continuity of a city with diverse attractions
and an outlook on life that is recognisable as ‘the Lviv’ view. Worth visiting ….

[photo from Ukrainian press UNIAN]

